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HOMEPAGE

After switching on the display using the on-off button located on the right 
side of the machine, the homepage will appear on the screen. There you will 
find three different buttons: the STATISTICS button at the top left, the 
SETTINGS button at the top right and the START button in the center.

After clicking on it, you can choose between two different training modes: 
QUICK and PRO.



PRO mode

After choosing the PRO mode, the next screen allows you to select the 
number of shots you want to hit.

Using the “+” and “-” buttons, you can choose the number of balls to hit 
during your training session (in multiples of 5, up to a maxi- mum of 95). 
Click on the arrow at the bottom right to set up the next parameter.

Now you can define the type of shot you’ll receive during the training. 
Choose between:
• Forehand
• Backhand
• Central
• Both sides (forehand and backhand together)
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If you choose BOTH SIDES, the system will open another screen, where you 
can select the desired forehand-backhand ratio.

Now, select the type of ball you’ll be using:
• Orange
• Green
• Standard
In order to activate the VOLLEY mode, click on ORANGE.



Three more parameters can be set, now:
• Spin
• Distance
• Shooting frequency

Spin, from 0 to 9 (1 = ball shot with no effect; 9 = ball shot in top-spin with 
high rotation).

The Distance parameter (adjustable from 0 to 9) allows you to play from a 
minimum of 4 meters up to a maximum of 8-9, depending on the type of 
ball selected.



The shooting frequency ranges from 1.8 seconds up to 10 seconds between 
one ball and the next. Use the “+” and “-“ buttons to modify the frequency 
parameter, increasing/decreasing it by 0.2 seconds.

The last page appearing is the Summary page, which summarizes the 
settings chosen during training customization. Each parameter can be 
edited by simply clicking on it.
Clicking on the START a 8-seconds (editable) countdown will start, allowing 
the player to get into their position.



During the set training session, a screen will appear with the following 
information:
• Elapsed time
• Training progress

Pressing on PAUSE, it is possible to momentarily stop the workout. In order to 
restart it simply click on PLAY. To definitively end a workout, click on STOP.



Quick mode

remote

In the QUICK Start mode the screens that will appear are the same as 
previously listed for the PRO Start. After selecting the type of ball, the LEVEL 
screen will appear, which automatically manages spin and distance.
As the level increases, so does the ball’s spin and the playing distance. After 
setting the shooting frequency, the summary will reappear on screen with 
the settings chosen during workout personalization.

The machine can also be controlled remotely using one of the remote 
controls supplied. Each remote control has three buttons:
• Button A: end the training in progress.
• Button B: pause the current workout. Press it again to resume the training 
session.
• Button C: repeat the last training session performed.



SETTINGS

How to eject the balls

Press the key at the top right of the main screen to enter the machine 
SETTINGS section, divided into two pages. In the first you’ll find: 

• COUNTDOWN DURATION, allowing you to change the duration of the 
countdown before starting a training program

• RIGHT LED and LEFT LED, through which you can choose whether or not to 
enable the specific timing LEDs.

• EJECT BALLS, allowing you to eject the balls from the machine (see 
specifically the section “How to eject the balls”)

Press on the arrow on the low right to get the second page. There you’ll find:

• LED DURATION, allowing you to adjust the duration of the LEDs lighting (in 
milliseconds)

• ADVANCE LED, from which you can choose how long before the launch of 
the ball the LEDs will turn on (in milliseconds)

• FACTORY RESET, through which Dragonet can be reset to factory settings. To 
be used only upon direct request of Customer support.

• Remove the balls present in the chute.
• Press the EJECT BALLS button (this button is on the first page of the 
SETTINGS).
• Wait for the machine to automatically eject all the balls.

Attention
Before moving or tilting, make always sure you have removed all 
balls from the machine with the procedure described above.



Statistics

At the top left of the main page you’ll find the specific button to access the 
STATISTICS relating to the shots you’ve hit. In the upper part we find the 
COUNTER: start it by clicking on the START button and stop it any time you 
want. On the right there is also a button to reset and restart the counter.

Assembly of the structure

The assembly of the structure is 
very simple and doesn't require 
the use of any tools. To better 
understand the assembly 
process, please watch the 
following video:

Click on the image or copy the link 
to view the video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWodDWPpWPM&t=7s



How to place the net

Make sure the hole in the ball slide is correctly aligned with Dragonet ball 
machine’s as displayed in the picture.

The following two pictures display incorrect alignment/placement 
examples.



When inserting the balls into the machine’s slide make sure there’s at least 
one inch between them and the balls slide divider.

Make sure there’s at least 1cm between the ball machine and the net’s 
separator.



In case the net’s separator touched the ball machine, adjust the net 
structure’s height by turning its round feet.



Warnings

• Under no circumstances should the machine be used under the rain or be 
exposed to water, under pain of voiding the warranty.

• Never put into the machine wet or damp tennis balls.

• Both the nets and the ball-collecting slide must never be washed or be 
exposed to water.

• Do not insert inside the machine objects other than tennis/padel balls.

• Do not stand or put any object in front of the shooting output when the 
machine is working.

• Do not start the machine with the upper doors open or with the covers 
removed.

• Never start the machine before opening its bouncing plate.

• Periodically clean the inside of the machine by removing the side panels.

• Never place any object on the ball-collecting slide when the machine is on.

• Make sure all the hooks are correctly in their place.

• Make sure the bouncing plate is stably placed.

• Make sure that the bag not to contact with the fins.

• In order to clean the machine, remove only the frontal panels (not the 
lateral ones).

• Any maintenance must be executed with the machine turned off and 
unplugged.

CAUTION



Troubleshooting

The balls do not come down correctly from inside the machine

• Make sure the ball-collecting slide’s hole is correctly aligned with the 
machine.

• Make sure itself the net structure is placed and aligned to the floor 
correctly.

• Make sure that the chute closing flaps are both open.

• Make sure the distance between the ball-collecting slide separator and the 
ball slide is correct in order to have the balls sliding down correctly.

• If the error persists, contact Customer support.

The machine no longer moves to its backhand or the balls do not rise high 
enough

• Make sure the ball-collecting slide’s hole is correctly aligned with the 
machine.

• Make sure itself the net structure is placed and aligned to the floor 
correctly.

• Make sure that the chute closing flaps are both open.

• Make sure the distance between the ball-collecting slide separator and the 
ball slide is correct in order to have the balls sliding down correctly.

• If the error persists, contact Customer support.

The machine does not turn on

• Check if the machine is correctly plugged in.

• Try and plug the machine into a different power outlet.

• If the error persists, contact Customer support.

• Try to turn on the machine on a different electrical outlet.

• If the issue persists, contact customer support.



Remote control does not work

• To approach itself most possible the machine and to try to use it newly.

• Replace the battery inside the remote control.

• Remove electronic devices that could interfere with the correct operation 
of the remote control by emitting electromagnetic waves.

• If the error persists, contact Customer support.

Anomalous behaviors of the machine in general

• Switch the machine off and pull the plug immediately. Wait 20 seconds. 
Start the machine and try again.

• If the error persists, contact Customer support.



support.dragonet.it
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